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Example of ground view of fuel 
consumptions  example  (US)

Satellite view of fuel consumptions 
example (Mesa fire - US)

Example of a burn severity map

● Wildfire is a very dynamic process! 

1. Introduction
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2. Methodology

Challenge
- Clouds
- Longer revisit time

Challenges
- Mosaicking full 

scene of study 
area

- Gaps
- Clouds
- Mix of sensor 

versions with 
different number 
of bands

● Data acquisition

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
we are using two different datasets for this work: S2, PS.  The main difference between them is in term of the spectral, temporal and spatial  resolution. However, There are pros and cons with  using theses datasets for ML. the pros of S2 is the high spectral resolution,and  better consistency over space ad time. . With PS, despite the benefit of their great temporal and spatial resolution, these dataset requires lots of data wrangling and has limited spectral resolution. PS has higher spatial reso, however it comes with some challenges like lots of data wrangling is needed. It is a matter sgot a veryvisit time, PS of a visit time of one dayThe problem, these data are not ML ready, the reason we don’t have Skysat, data wrangling time consuming, S2 is  ML ready, PS there was much of data wranglingPS was a great product but required lots of data wrangling in getting ready to go to ML pipeline



2. Methodology
● Data acquisition

○ Nearly 10 million square kilometers of PlanetScope 
imagery was obtained (across 5 different study 
areas throughout the Western United States).

○ As long as the imagery covered enough of the study 
area (>50%) and did not have significant cloud 
cover, each PlanetScope and Sentinel-2 image was 
added to the dataset and could be considered 
either pre-fire, active fire, or post-fire imagery.

○ Only some locations and time frames were used as 
datasets for the tested methods.

Data selection

GCP Bucket

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For data acquisition, we obtained nearly 10 million km of PS imagery :Nearly 10 million square kilometers of PlanetScope imagery was obtained (across 5 different study areas throughout the Western United States).As long as the imagery covered enough of the study area (>50%) and did not have significant cloud cover, each PlanetScope and Sentinel-2 image was added to the dataset and could be considered either pre-fire, active fire, or post-fire imagery.Only some locations and time frames were used as datasets for the tested methods.We have here Fire history data , 



2. Methodology
Data Selection and Processing

Cliping

Normalization

Quality filtering

Resampling 

Sentinel 2

PlanetScope

Training

Down
Stream

Data ready 
to be use in 

the 
experiments

● Data pre-processing
○ Once the data has been

acquired it is placed in the
GCP Wildfire Landing
Bucket.

○ This data is not ready for
any machine learning or
geoprocessing and a few
steps need to be followed
first:
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We have done some data processing and wrangling for the acquired data from both PS and sentinel 2. We have done quality filtering, resampling, clipping, and then normalization. The the data were ready to be trained and for downstream tasks. 



Contrastive Learning 
FireCLR

2. Model SetUp

PCA 
Indices [NBR, NDVI] Image Difference 
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2. Methodology - Model Setup
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2. Methodology - Model Details
Baseline model

✓ Pros: strong performance on extracting representation, reduce the chance of learning trivia information, SOTA 
model, best results (so far)

x Cons: computation and space very expensive, reduced spatial resolution of the output when doing the 
downstream task 

Self-Supervised Learning - FireCLR (CNN -SimCLR)

prefire postfire
Image collection

xi xj

32x32x4

hi hj

zi zj

f(.)

g(.)

Loss 
function

256x1

128x1

✓ Pros: Easy to be built and explained

x Cons: Limited learning capability

NDVI-
Normalized

Vegetation Index

NBR -
Normalized Burn 

Ratio

PCA-
Principal 

Component 
Analysis

Image Difference
dNBR & dNDVI

Kmean

Random Crop

Random Flip Fixed 
Rotation

Gaussian Blur
Augmentation 1

Augmentation 2

f(.): Customized CNN to be flexible for 4 -band input 

g(.): Projection 

f(.) Downstream Task

Data Augmentation: 

Future steps: multi-temporal info.

PlanetScope
NIR & RED

Sentinel 2
NIR & SWIR



prefire

postfire

features

features

Feature 
Distance

Change 
Classification

Euclidean

Cosine

K-mean
Clustering

3. Downstream Task - Change Detection

2. Methodology - Downstream Task



2. Methodology - Model Evaluation

Burnt extent,
Burnt severity 
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● Existing fire product
● Baseline model results. Eg., dNBR - fire 

burn severity map, NDVI

Evaluation on Downstream Task

Fire history 
database

Expert Knowledge

labels

PR- AUC

F1 Score

PR-AUC = precision recall area under the curve F1 Score = harmonic mean of precision and recall



Downstream task and validation: Mesa Fire in Idaho, US (2018)

Label: https://data-nifc.opendata.arcgis.com/datasets/nifc::wfigs-current-wildland-fire-perimeters/

BEFORE
PlanetScope - July 26

AFTER
PlanetScope - August 15

LABEL
of the Burned Area

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For the downstream task and validation of the Fir CLR models, we used the 2018 Mesa fire in Idaho as the study region. The prefire and postfire conditions are shown here using the Planetscope imagery, which you can observe the signifcant amount of white ash in the central of the image on August 15. And one of the validation labels is demontrated on the right, indicating the burned area.



3. Results

● FireCLR Local model (S2)
○ Trained and evaluated on same geographical location 

(different days - imagery at Mesa fire on July 26 & August 15)

- PR-AUC = 0.99
- 𝛥𝛥(FireCLR - baseline) = 0.04

● FireCLR Global model (PS)
○ Trained and evaluated on different geographical location 

(training using pre- and post-fire imagery at McFarland and 
East Troublesome fires / downstream using imagery at Mesa 
fire on July 26 & August 15)

- PR-AUC = 0.80
- 𝛥𝛥(FireCLR - baseline) = 0.13

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The results were segmented into baseline model (dNBR), local ML-based model (which is trained on the same geographical location as evaluated), and Global ML-based model (that is trained on different geographical location than evaluated). The final result, for both models, represented an improvement in relation to the baseline model. For the local model, the AUPRC increased from 0.95 (baseline) to 0.99 (ML-model). For the global model, the AUPRC increased from 0.67 to 0.80. （binary classification, burn area）



Manual 
Annotations

PS: 3-cluster K-means on 
FireCLR representations

White 
Ash

vs
Major 

Changes

Black 
Ash

vs
Minor 

Changes

Unburned
vs

No 
Changes

S2: 3-cluster K-means on 
FireCLR representations

White Ash Black Ash Unburned

FireCLR + K-means
(PS rgb+nir, res: 24m) 0.90 0.86 0.78

FireCLR + K-means
(S2 rgb+nir, res: 80m) 0.51 0.82 0.79

PCA + K-means
(PS rgb+nir, res: 3m) 0.90 0.86 0.76

PCA + K-means
(S2 rgb+nir, res: 10m) 0.59 0.86 0.60

dNBR + K-means
(S2 nir+swir, res: 10m) 0.93 0.78 0.76

F1-score based on the Annotated Labels 

● FireCLR Downstream task and validation: Mesa Fire in Idaho, US (2018)
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Overall performance, Passive crown, → white/blackActive crown, → white/black



6. Conclusions

● Key take away points 

○ We developed an change detection method, assessing the burned severity from a multitemporal perspective.
Our method is fully unsupervised.

○ We implemented baseline methods (dNBR/dNDVI) and a contrastive learning ML model called FireCLR designed 
to work in two modes, local (trained on the same geographical location as evaluated) and global (trained on 
different geographical location than evaluated).

○ For both datasets and both modes, we report increased performance in comparison with the baseline models. 
For the local model, the PRAUC increased from 0.95 (baseline) to 0.99 (ML-model). For the global model, the 
PRAUC  increased from 0.67 to 0.80. 
The models were also evaluated using F1-score based on the annotated labels for black and white ashes, against 
minor and major changes, respectively.
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6. Conclusions
● Recommendations for future works

○ The proposed future work involves training the SimCLR model to be invariant to natural changes with longer temporal series of data.

○ Explore different Planet products (or other vendors) and trade-offs in spatial and spectral resolution relevant to wildfire mapping.

○ Compare the results produced using contrastive learning against an autoencoder to see if one algorithm is superior for mapping post 
fire effects.

○ Use the burn scar mapping from successive days to produce a fire progression map showing fire growth at a finer temporal scale than 
achieved with this experiment which compared pre and post fire imagery.

○ Investigate self-supervised contrastive learning for identifying tree mortality, resulting in a reduction in canopy cover.
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Place a screenshot of the US article here ^
Four Corners Fire nearly 100% contained | 

Local News | idahopress.com

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here we share some recent news about our ranging nature. The climate change is impacting severely some part of the world. While we are conducting this sprint of the FDL, Europe had witnessed the warmest summer on record. Also, In Some areas on the Four Corners Fire west of Cascade, there was a severe fire  that was one mile away from Dale’s cabinNow it is impacting our team right nowNow it is of high importance to come up w

https://www.idahopress.com/news/local/four-corners-fire-nearly-100-contained/article_50910f12-339e-11ed-9077-27202c976b40.html




2023 NNU FireMAP efforts
Visiting Fellowship with The Australian National University Bushfire 
Research Centre of Excellence (Spring 2023 Sabbatical)

NASA funded Spatial/Spectral analysis

Reconcile 2022 US FDL Wildfire Challenge, Local vs Global methods

Support DOE funded 2023 US FDL Wildfire Challenge



Questions?
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